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Ms. Gerths is one of our MAITC Teacher Champions who is inspiring her 
fellow teachers at Meadowview to integrate agriculture in their curriculum! 

 
Where and what level do you currently teach and why did you choose to 
become an educator? 
I am a first grade teacher at Meadowview Elementary School in Farmington, Minnesota (District #192).  I 
have known I wanted to teach as long as I can remember.  I remember spending all of my play time at 
my Grandma Marla’s as a child playing school with her old fashioned school desk and easel. Every 
Christmas I would ask for a projector, a whiteboard, or a giant world map for my play “classroom”. I 
would use my little stuffed animals as students. This job as a first grade teacher is truly a lifelong dream 
of mine coming true and I am lucky to be part of such a wonderful school district. 
 
How has agriculture and the Minnesota Agriculture in the Classroom Program and resources impacted 
your students and instruction? 
The MAITC program has influenced me and my students this year in many ways. One lesson that really 
stands out looking back is when we had the University of Minnesota students come in to teach us about 
the importance of milk. It was interesting for my students to find out that Target isn’t REALLY where the 
milk for their cereal comes from. They had many questions and I love that this lesson sparked much 
curiosity for even the quietest of students. After the lesson, each child could make their own vanilla ice 
cream using milk.  It was so wonderful to see students making connections about what milk is used for 
in addition to just something they drink. For many, this will be one of the greatest lasting memories of 
their first grade year and we are very thankful that we had this opportunity. 
 
Describe any agriculture based projects you have been involved in lately. 
Our school is working on building an outdoor learning environment called the “Tiger Den”. I have been 
helping out with this by encouraging my students to complete our “Tiger Prowl” fundraiser. Money 
raised from this fundraiser is going towards making an outdoor garden where all MVES students can 
learn and grow. We are excited for our classes to be able to tend and observe this garden while making 
connections to writing, science, math, engineering, etc. There are many possibilities and we can’t wait to 
spark student interest in a hands-on way! 
 
What advice do you have for other teachers on implementing agriculture into their 
classroom/program? 
My advice would be to use resources such as the Ag Mag Jr. first to share valuable information and to tie 
agriculture in with other subjects (reading, language, writing, etc.) Then, try and connect with people in 
the community (like a farm family, or students in the agriculture field, etc.). Students love guest 
speakers, and hands-on activities. I believe that this is one great way to create a lasting impact on their 
learning.  
 
Why do you believe it is important for our students to be agriculturally literate and aware in today’s 
society? 
I believe it is important for our students to be agriculturally literate because in a changing world with 
technology constantly advancing, we still need agriculture to get many of the things we need to survive.  

https://origin.library.constantcontact.com/doc205/1109359583818/doc/aQo8PaQVR2VWDtwS.pdf


It’s important for students to realize and think about this so there are future generations excited about 
using land and animals to produce wonderful things for the world.   
 


